Crete Rx™ Accessories
Adapter Tools for Floor Machines
and Auto Scrubbers

Crete Rx CRP
Dual-action counter-rotating plate significantly enhances the performance and productivity of
standard floor machines for small areas and remediation projects.
Perform the Crete Rx™ system in half the time versus
a standard pad driver.
Significantly reduce passes and get more projects done.

Adds 26 pounds and up to 960 RPM
of counter-rotating tool motion.
Floor machines now deliver a higher-depth of gloss and remove
stains, etches and scratches.

16-inch, solid cast aluminum and iron construction.
Durability for years of Crete Rx projects.

Item #E84143

Crete Rx Tool Adapter Pad
This tool adapter pad allows Crete Rx tools to be attached to single and dual-disk auto scrubbers
up to 32-inch or 17 and 20-inch floor machines.
Double-sided hook-and-loop attaches to standard
pads and Crete Rx tools.
Quickly make auto scrubbers and floor machines Crete Rx
machines.

One part number for 13 - 20-inch pads.
20-inch can be cut-down to fit smaller diameters.

Indicators make it simple to identify where to put the
Crete Rx tools.
No second guessing –attach and get started.

Item #E80001

Crete Rx™ Accessories
Concrete
Maintenance Stain
Removal Kit

Concrete
Daily Maintenance

Accompanying
Products

SI Cleaning Pads:

Kit Item #92411
12 variety Qts/cs

DensiClean™

12 - 32 oz. Bottles (#67912)
4 - 2 L Fast Draw (#67947)

With quart sized containers
of LiquiGrind, Densifier, &
Stain Defense, the Concrete
Maintenance Stain Removal Kit
brings all the components of
the Crete Rx system into one
convenient place for spot stain
remediation.

With the unique chemistry in
Betco’s DensiClean product, free
lime content in polished concrete
is greatly reduced, thus also
reducing labor time spent on dust
mitigation compared to standard
neutral cleaners.

• LiquiGrind removes wear and
etching

• Advanced cleaning formula with
proprietary silicate chemistry

• Densifier strengthens and
hardens polished concrete

• Interaction with free lime in
concrete cuts down on dust
mitigation time spent

• Stain Defense penetrates
open pores & creates uniform,
continuous protective surface

• Suspends the toughest soils
and maintains a safe pH

11” - 5/CS (#E84111)
12” - 5/CS (#E84112)
13” - 5/CS (#E84113)
14” - 5/CS (#E84114)
15” - 5/CS (#E84115)
16” - 5/CS (#E84116)
17” - 5/CS (#E84117)
20” - 5/CS (#E84120)

SI Burnishing Pads:
21” - 5/CS (#E84121)
24” - 5/CS (#E84124)
27” - 5/CS (#E84127)

Crete Rx™ Tools

Honing Tool - 3/CS (#E84133)
Polishing Tool - 3/CS (#E84134)

Accompanying
Support Materials

Crete Rx™ Stain Maintenance
Procedures Wall Chart
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